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Weep Not Child Ngugi Wa Thiongo
Science has given us several explanations for how humans evolved from walking on four limbs to two feet. None, however, is as
riveting as what master storyteller Ng?g? wa Thiong'o offers in The Upright Revolution. Blending myth and folklore with an acute
insight into the human psyche and politics, Wa Thiong'o conjures up a fantastic fable about how and why humans began to walk
upright. It is a story that will appeal to children and adults alike, containing a clear and important message: "Life is connected."
Originally written in Gikuyu, this short story has been translated into sixty-three languages--forty-seven of them African--making it
the most translated story in the history of African literature. This new collector's edition of The Upright Revolution is richly
illustrated in full color with Sunandini Banerjee's marvellous digital collages, which open up new vistas of imagination and add
unique dimensions to the story.
A dazzling short story collection from the person Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie calls “one of the greatest writers of our time” Ng?g?
wa Thiong’o, although renowned for his novels, memoirs, and plays, honed his craft as a short story writer. From “The Fig Tree, ”
written in 1960, his first year as an undergraduate at Makerere University College in Uganda, to the playful “The Ghost of Michael
Jackson,” written as a professor at the University of California, Irvine, these collected stories reveal a master of the short form.
Covering the period of British colonial rule and resistance in Kenya to the bittersweet experience of independence—and including
two stories that have never before been published in the United States— Ng?g?’s collection features women fighting for their space
in a patriarchal society, big men in their Bentleys who have inherited power from the British, and rebels who still embody the
fighting spirit of the downtrodden. One of Ng?g?’s most beloved stories, “Minutes of Glory,” tells of Beatrice, a sad but ambitious
waitress who fantasizes about being feted and lauded over by the middle-class clientele in the city’s beer halls. Her dream leads
her on a witty and heartbreaking adventure. Published for the first time in America, Minutes of Glory and Other Stories is a major
literary event that celebrates the storytelling might of one of Africa’s best-loved writers.
A bestselling title in Heinemann's long-established 'African Writers Series', this novel is now being published with a new
introduction as part of the new series 'African Writers Series Classics'.
The Christmas season at the Cackleberry Club café is marred by murder in the latest book in the New York Times bestselling
series, now in paperback. Some say that casting crusty attorney Allan Sharp as Scrooge in the Kindred Players production of A
Christmas Carol is just playing to type. He's not the most beloved man in town. In fact, you'd have a dickens of a time finding
someone who liked him. Still, it's a shock when the Ghost of Christmas Past stabs him during the first rehearsal. Suzanne, coowner of the Cackleberry Club café, Kindred's favorite combination diner, craft store, and bookshop, chases the murderer out of
the building but loses him in the alley. As the days pass, the list of suspects grows longer. Is it the disgruntled law partner? The
former secretary, whom Sharpe sexually harrassed? Or is it fellow owner of the Cackleberry Club Toni's almost ex-husband,
Junior? The women of the Cackleberry Club are determined to find the killer before he can add another victim to his Christmas list.
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A moral fable in which Martigari, a freedom fighter, emerges from the forest in the political dawn of post-independence Kenya.
Searching for his family and a new future, he finds little has changed.
The Nobel Prize–nominated Kenyan writer’s powerful first novel Two brothers, Njoroge and Kamau, stand on a garbage heap and
look into their futures: Njoroge is to attend school, while Kamau will train to be a carpenter. But this is Kenya, and the times are
against them: In the forests, the Mau Mau is waging war against the white government, and the two brothers and their family need
to decide where their loyalties lie. For the practical Kamau, the choice is simple, but for Njoroge the scholar, the dream of progress
through learning is a hard one to give up. The first East African novel published in English, Weep Not, Child explores the effects of
the infamous Mau Mau uprising on the lives of ordinary men and women, and on one family in particular. For more than seventy
years, Penguin has been the leading publisher of classic literature in the English-speaking world. With more than 1,700 titles,
Penguin Classics represents a global bookshelf of the best works throughout history and across genres and disciplines. Readers
trust the series to provide authoritative texts enhanced by introductions and notes by distinguished scholars and contemporary
authors, as well as up-to-date translations by award-winning translators.
Draw 50 Flowers, Trees, and Other Plants shows artists of all levels how to draw with ease by following simple, step-by-step
examples. Celebrated author Lee J. Ames shows you how to create a lush garden of roses, orchids, cacti, and a variety of fruit, as
well as forests of towering firs, sequoias, and weeping willows. Ames’s drawing method has proven successful for children and
adults of all ages over the past forty years. The twenty-nine books in the Draw 50 series have sold more than 5 million copies and
have shown artists from beginning to advanced levels how to draw everything from animals to airplanes. It’s easy to grow your
own garden when it’s done the Draw 50 way.
Born in 1938 in rural Kenya, Ng?g? wa Thiong’o came of age in the shadow of World War II, amidst the terrible bloodshed in the war
between the Mau Mau and the British. The son of a man whose four wives bore him more than a score of children, young Ng?g? displayed
what was then considered a bizarre thirst for learning, yet it was unimaginable that he would grow up to become a world-renowned novelist,
playwright, and critic. In Dreams in a Time of War, Ng?g? deftly etches a bygone era, bearing witness to the social and political vicissitudes of
life under colonialism and war. Speaking to the human right to dream even in the worst of times, this rich memoir of an African childhood
abounds in delicate and powerful subtleties and complexities that are movingly told.
A New York Times Editors’ Choice "A welcome addition to the vast literature produced by jailed writers across the centuries . . . [a] thrilling
testament to the human spirit." —Ariel Dorfman, The New York Times Book Review "Wrestling with the Devil is a powerful testament to the
courage of Ng?g? and his fellow prisoners and validation of the hope that an independent Kenya would eventually emerge." —Minneapolis
Star Tribune "The Ng?g? of Wrestling with the Devil called not just for adding a bit of color to the canon’s sagging shelf, but for abolition and
upheaval." —Bookforum An unforgettable chronicle of the year the brilliant novelist and memoirist, long favored for the Nobel Prize, was
thrown in a Kenyan jail without charge Wrestling with the Devil, Ng?g? wa Thiong’o’s powerful prison memoir, begins literally half an hour
before his release on December 12, 1978. In one extended flashback he recalls the night, a year earlier, when armed police pulled him from
his home and jailed him in Kenya’s Kam?t? Maximum Security Prison, one of the largest in Africa. There, he lives in a prison block with
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eighteen other political prisoners, quarantined from the general prison population. In a conscious effort to fight back the humiliation and the
intended degradation of the spirit, Ng?g?—the world-renowned author of Weep Not, Child; Petals of Blood; and Wizard of the Crow—decides to
write a novel on toilet paper, the only paper to which he has access, a book that will become his classic, Devil on the Cross. Written in the
early 1980s and never before published in America, Wrestling with the Devil is Ng?g?’s account of the drama and the challenges of writing
the novel under twenty-four-hour surveillance. He captures not only the excruciating pain that comes from being cut off from his wife and
children, but also the spirit of defiance that defines hope. Ultimately, Wrestling with the Devil is a testimony to the power of imagination to help
humans break free of confinement, which is truly the story of all art.
With black-and-white illustrations throughout World-renowned Kenyan novelist, poet, playwright, and literary critic Ng˜ug˜ý wa Thiong'o gives
us the second volume of his memoirs in the wake of his critically acclaimedDreams in a Time of War. In the House of the Interpreter richly
and poignantly evokes the author's life and times at boarding school—the first secondary educational institution in British-ruled Kenya—in the
1950s, against the backdrop of the tumultuous Mau Mau Uprising for independence and Kenyan sovereignty. While Ng˜ug˜ý has been
enjoying scouting trips, chess tournaments, and reading about the fictional RAF pilot adventurer Biggles at the prestigious Alliance High
School near Nairobi, things have been changing rapidly at home. Poised as he is between two worlds, Ng˜ug˜ý returns home for his first visit
since starting school to find his house razed and the entire village moved up the road, closer to a guard checkpoint. Later, his brother Good
Wallace, a member of the insurgency, is captured by the British and taken to a concentration camp. As for Ng˜ug˜ý himself, he falls victim to
the forces of colonialism in the person of a police officer encountered on a bus journey, and he is thrown into jail for six days. In his second
year at Alliance High School, the boarding school that was his haven in a heartless world is shattered by investigations, charges of disloyalty,
and the politics of civil unrest. In the House of the Interpreter hauntingly describes the formative experiences of a young man who would
become a world-class writer and, as a political dissident, a moral compass to us all. It is a winning celebration of the implacable determination
of youth and the power of hope.
A dazzling, genre-defying novel in verse from the author Delia Owens says “tackles the absurdities, injustices, and corruption of a continent”
Ng?g? wa Thiong’o’s novels and memoirs have received glowing praise from the likes of President Barack Obama, the New Yorker, the
New York Times Book Review, The Guardian, and NPR; he has been a finalist for the Man International Booker Prize and is annually tipped
to win the Nobel Prize for Literature; and his books have sold tens of thousands of copies around the world. In his first attempt at the epic
form, Ng?g? tells the story of the founding of the G?k?y? people of Kenya, from a strongly feminist perspective. A verse narrative, blending
folklore, mythology, adventure, and allegory, The Perfect Nine chronicles the efforts the G?k?y? founders make to find partners for their ten
beautiful daughters—called “The Perfect Nine” —and the challenges they set for the 99 suitors who seek their hands in marriage. The epic has
all the elements of adventure, with suspense, danger, humor, and sacrifice. Ng?g?’s epic is a quest for the beautiful as an ideal of living, as
the motive force behind migrations of African peoples. He notes, “The epic came to me one night as a revelation of ideals of quest, courage,
perseverance, unity, family; and the sense of the divine, in human struggles with nature and nurture.”
The great Kenyan writer and Nobel Prize nominee’s novel that he wrote in secret, on toilet paper, while in prison—featuring an introduction by
Namwali Serpell, the author of the novel The Old Drift One of the cornerstones of Ng?g? wa Thiong’o’s fame, Devil on the Cross is a
powerful fictional critique of capitalism. It tells the tragic story of Wariinga, a young woman who moves from a rural Kenyan town to the
capital, Nairobi, only to be exploited by her boss and later by a corrupt businessman. As she struggles to survive, Wariinga begins to realize
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that her problems are only symptoms of a larger societal malaise and that much of the misfortune stems from the Western, capitalist
influences on her country. An impassioned cry for a Kenya free of dictatorship and for African writers to work in their own local dialects, Devil
on the Cross has had a profound influence on Africa and on post-colonial African literature. For more than seventy years, Penguin has been
the leading publisher of classic literature in the English-speaking world. With more than 1,700 titles, Penguin Classics represents a global
bookshelf of the best works throughout history and across genres and disciplines. Readers trust the series to provide authoritative texts
enhanced by introductions and notes by distinguished scholars and contemporary authors, as well as up-to-date translations by awardwinning translators.
NATIONAL BESTSELLER A novel of orphans and widows, terror and hope, and the relationships that hold us together when things fall apart.
With murder dominating the news, the respected wife of a New Brunswick sea captain is drawn into the case of a British home child whose
bad luck has turned worse. Mortified that she must purchase the girl in a pauper auction to save her from the lechery of wealthy townsmen,
Josephine Galloway finds herself suddenly the proprietor of a boarding house kept afloat by the sweat and tears of a curious and not
completely compatible collection of women, including this English teenager, Flora Salford. Flora's place in her new "family" cannot be
complete until she rescues the missing person in her life, the only one who understands the trials she has come through and fresh horrors
met since they were separated years before. Reconnecting with characters of Beth Powning's beloved The Sea Captain's Wife, The Sister's
Tale is a story of women finding their way, together, through terrible circumstances they could neither predict nor avoid, but will stop at
nothing to overcome.
How have African literatures unfolded in their rich diversity in our modern era of decolonization, nationalisms, and extensive transnational
movement of peoples? How have African writers engaged urgent questions regarding race, nation, ethnicity, gender, and sexuality? And how
do African literary genres interrelate with traditional oral forms or audio-visual and digital media? A Companion to African Literatures
addresses these issues and many more. Consisting of essays by distinguished scholars and emerging leaders in the field, this book offers
rigorous, deeply engaging discussions of African literatures on the continent and in diaspora. It covers the four main geographical regions
(East and Central Africa, North Africa, Southern Africa, and West Africa), presenting ample material to learn from and think with. Chapters
focus on literatures in European languages officially used in Africa --English, French, and Portuguese-- as well as homegrown African
languages: Afrikaans, Amharic, Arabic, Swahili, and Yoruba. With its lineup of lucid and authoritative analyses, readers will find in A
Companion to African Literatures a distinctive, rewarding academic resource.

A startling novel by the leading writer of the new South Africa In The Heart of Redness -- shortlisted for the prestigious
Commonwealth Writers Prize -- Zakes Mda sets a story of South African village life against a notorious episode from the country's
past. The result is a novel of great scope and deep human feeling, of passion and reconciliation. As the novel opens Camugu, who
left for America during apartheid, has returned to Johannesburg. Disillusioned by the problems of the new democracy, he follows
his "famous lust" to Qolorha on the remote Eastern Cape. There in the nineteenth century a teenage prophetess named
Nonqawuse commanded the Xhosa people to kill their cattle and burn their crops, promising that once they did so the spirits of
their ancestors would rise and drive the occupying English into the ocean. The failed prophecy split the Xhosa into Believers and
Unbelievers, dividing brother from brother, wife from husband, with devastating consequences. One hundred fifty years later, the
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two groups' decendants are at odds over plans to build a vast casino and tourist resort in the village, and Camugu is soon drawn
into their heritage and their future -- and into a bizarre love triangle as well. The Heart of Redness is a seamless weave of history,
myth, and realist fiction. It is, arguably, the first great novel of the new South Africa -- a triumph of imaginative and historical
writing.
"Johnny, you're leaving us tonight . . . " Fifteen-year-old Johnny Gibbs does, well in school, respects his teachers, and loves his
family. Then suddenly, with a few short words, his idyllic life is shattered. He learns that the family he has loved all his life is not his
own, but a foster family. And now he is being sent to live with someone else. Shocked by the news, Johnny does the only thing he
can think of: he runs. Leaving his childhood behind forever, Johnny takes to the streets where he learns about living life--the hard
way. Richard Wright, internationally acclaimed author of Black Boy and Native Son, gives us a coming-of-age story as compelling
today as when it was first written, over fifty years ago. ‘Johnny Gibbs arrives home jubilantly one day with his straight ‘A’ report
card to find his belongings packed and his mother and sister distraught. Devastated when they tell him that he is not their blood
relative and that he is being sent to a new foster home, he runs away. His secure world quickly shatters into a nightmare of
subways, dark alleys, theft and street warfare. . . . Striking characters, vivid dialogue, dramatic descriptions, and enduring themes
introduce a enw generation of readers to Wright’s powerful voice.’—SLJ. Notable 1995 Children's Trade Books in Social Studies
(NCSS/CBC)
“This funny, perceptive and ambitious work of historical fiction by a Kenyan poet and novelist explores his country’s colonial past
and its legacy.” —The New York Times Book Review, Editors’ Choice Set in the shadow of Kenya’s independence from Great
Britain, Dance of the Jakaranda reimagines the special circumstances that brought black, brown and white men together to lay the
railroad that heralded the birth of the nation. The novel traces the lives and loves of three men—preacher Richard Turnbull, the
colonial administrator Ian McDonald, and Indian technician Babu Salim—whose lives intersect when they are implicated in the
controversial birth of a child. Years later, when Babu’s grandson Rajan—who ekes out a living by singing Babu’s epic tales of the
railway’s construction—accidentally kisses a mysterious stranger in a dark nightclub, the encounter provides the spark to illuminate
the three men’s shared, murky past. With its riveting multiracial, multicultural cast and diverse literary allusions, Dance of the
Jakaranda could well be a story of globalization. Yet the novel is firmly anchored in the African oral storytelling tradition, its
language a dreamy, exalted, and earthy mix that creates new thresholds of identity, providing a fresh metaphor for race in
contemporary Africa. “Destined to become one of the greats . . . This is not hyperbole: it’s a masterpiece.” —The Gazette “A
fascinating part of Kenya’s history, real and imagined, is revealed and reclaimed by one of its own.” —Minneapolis Star Tribune
“Kimani’s novel has an impressive breadth and scope.” —Los Angeles Review of Books “Highlighted by its exquisite voice,
Kimani’s novel is a standout debut.” —Publishers Weekly “Lyrical and powerful.” —Kirkus Reviews
This work examines both the emergence of African literature and its institutionalization within nationalist African academies.
Amoko analyzes the relationship between such institutions of literature and the processes of nationalist legitimization and between
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colonial and postcolonial school cultures and national cultures.
Gives lesson ideas for teaching multiplication and division, covering word problems, place value, and single- and multi-digit
calculation.
This is the renowned play that was developed with Kikuyu villagers at the Kamiriithu Cultural Centre at Limuru.
In this ambitious and densely worked novel, we begin to see early signs of Ngugi's increasing bitterness about the ways in which
the politicians are the true benefactors of the rewards of independence.
This is the first comprehensive book-length study of gender politics in Ngugi wa Thiong'o's fiction. Brendon Nicholls argues that mechanisms
of gender subordination are strategically crucial to Ngugi's ideological project from his first novel to his most recent one. Nicholls describes
the historical pressures that lead Ngugi to represent women as he does, and shows that the novels themselves are symptomatic of the
cultural conditions that they address. Reading Ngugi's fiction in terms of its Gikuyu allusions and references, a gendered narrative of history
emerges that creates transgressive spaces for women. Nicholls bases his discussion on moments during the Mau Mau rebellion when
women's contributions to the anticolonial struggle could not be reduced to a patriarchal narrative of Kenyan history, and this interpretive
maneuver permits a reading of Ngugi's fiction that accommodates female political and sexual agency. Nicholls contributes to postcolonial
theory by proposing a methodology for reading cultural difference. This methodology critiques cultural practices like clitoridectomy in an
ethical manner that seeks to avoid both cultural imperialism and cultural relativisim. His strategy of 'performative reading,' that is, making the
conditions of one text (such as folklore, history, or translation) active in another (for example, fiction, literary narrative, or nationalism), makes
possible an ethical reading of gender and of the conditions of reading in translation.
One of Oprah.com's "17 Must-Read Books for the New Year" and O Magazine's "10 Titles to Pick up Now." “Exquisite in its honesty and truth
and resilience, and a necessary chronicle from one of the greatest writers of our time. ” —Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie, The Guardian, Best
Books of 2016. “Every page ripples with a contagious faith in education and in the power of literature to shape the imagination and scour the
conscience.” —The Washington Post From one of the world’s greatest writers, the story of how the author found his voice as a novelist at
Makerere University in Uganda Birth of a Dream Weaver charts the very beginnings of a writer’s creative output. In this wonderful memoir,
Kenyan writer Ng?g? wa Thiong’o recounts the four years he spent at Makerere University in Kampala, Uganda—threshold years during
which he found his voice as a journalist, short story writer, playwright, and novelist just as colonial empires were crumbling and new nations
were being born—under the shadow of the rivalries, intrigues, and assassinations of the Cold War. Haunted by the memories of the carnage
and mass incarceration carried out by the British colonial-settler state in his native Kenya but inspired by the titanic struggle against it, Ng?g?,
then known as James Ngugi, begins to weave stories from the fibers of memory, history, and a shockingly vibrant and turbulent present.
What unfolds in this moving and thought-provoking memoir is simultaneously the birth of one of the most important living writers—lauded for
his “epic imagination” (Los Angeles Times)—the death of one of the most violent episodes in global history, and the emergence of new
histories and nations with uncertain futures.
This collection of essays reflects on the life and work of Ngugi wa Thiong'o, who celebrated his 80th birthday in 2018. Drawing from a wide
range of contributors, including writers, critics, publishers and activists, the volume traces the emergence of Ngugi as a novelist in the early
1960s, his contribution to the African culture of letters at its moment of inception, and his global artistic life in the twenty-first century. Here we
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have both personal and critical reflections on the different phases of the writer's life: there are poems from friends and admirers,
commentaries from his co-workers in public theatre in Kenya in the 1970s and 1980s, and from his political associates in the fight for
democracy, and contributions on his role as an intellectual of decolonization, as well as his experiences in the global art world. Included also
are essays on Ngugi's role outside the academy, in the world of education, community theatre, and activism. In addition to tributes from other
authors who were influenced by Ngugi, the collection contains hitherto unknown materials that are appearing in English for the first time. Both
a celebration of the writer, and a rethinking of his legacy, this book brings together three generations of Ngugi readers. We have memories
and recollections from the people he worked with closely in the 1960s, the students that he taught at the University of Nairobi in the 1970s,
his political associates during his exile in the 1980s, and the people who worked with him as he embarked on a new life and career in the
United States in the 1990s. First-hand accounts reveal how Ngugi's life and work have intersected, and the multiple forces that have
converged to make him one of the greatest writers to come out of Africa in the twentieth century. Simon Gikandi is Robert Schirmer Professor
of English, Princeton University. He was editor of the PMLA, the journal of the MLA (the Modern Languages Association) from 2011-2016. He
served as the 2nd and 1st president of the MLA in 2017 and 2018 and is the president elect of the association for 2019. Ndirangu Wachanga
is Professor of Media Studies and Information Science at the University of Wisconsin. He is also the authorized documentary biographer of
Professors Ali A. Mazrui, Ngugi wa Thiong'o and Micere Mugo.
This is a comprehensive interpretation of all of Ngugi's works. During the last four decades he has proved to be one of the most exceptional
writers whose work is meaningful both to the workers of Kenya and to international intellectuals. This book discusses his philosophy, the
various graduations of style he has adopted, his social and political focus, and his ultimate vision and aspirations. Each work of fiction is
examined in depth, while his non-fiction is systematically analyzed. There is a separate chapter on each of Ngugi's novels from The River
Between and Weep Not, Child to Matigari. There are also studies of his drama and his short stories. A critical biography and a careful scrutiny
of his social commentaries in the popular press help trace the early formation of his ideological position. Extensive use has been made of
Detained: A Writer's Prison Diary and of his influential lectures and writings in Decolonising the Mind, Moving the Centre, and Writers in
Politics.
"One of the best books of this year." -Arts and Africa "Adjapon tells a gripping tale" -The Nation "Bisi Adjapon has tackled some of the truly
difficult aspects of love and sexuality." -The Mirror "At times hilariously funny and at others deeply disturbing. Of Women and Frogs offers a
refreshing and insider perspective onto two West Africa societies." -Literandra London "Unputdownable, a book that makes you go from
laughing out loud to bawling and back to laughing again." -Ayesha Haruna Attah, author of The Hundred Wells of Salaga "Stunning. I spent
hours moving between out-loud laughter, gripping fear and deep annoyance and love for Esi and her father." -Africa in Dialogue A precocious
African girl, whose sexual curiosity brings unexpected heartbreak, wishes frogs will turn her into a man. Will she ever find a way to love
herself again and become the extraordinary woman she hoped to be? Esi is a feisty half-Nigerian girl growing up in Ghana, with occasional
visits to her family in Lagos. When curiosity about her womanhood leads to a burning punishment from her stepmother, Esi begins to
question the hypocrisy of adults around her and the restrictions they place on girls. Moving between Ghana and Nigeria, this heartwarming
story of a girl beating a path to self-actualization amidst political upheaval in Rawlings' Ghana and strained relationships between her
ancestral countries. OF WOMEN AND FROGS is a heartwarming, soulful coming-of-age tale. Explore girlhood with the inquisitive,
unflappable Esi as she journeys through the trials of becoming a woman to find her best self. "This is a really wonderful story. [Bisi Adjapon]
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writes with incredible vividness and clarity. [Her] similes and attention to all the senses are really extraordinary." - Dave Eggers, publisher of
McSweeney's Quarterly Concern and Pulitzer Prize-winning author of A Heartbreaking Work of Staggering Genius
Novelist Ngugi wa Thiong'o has been a force in African literature for decades: Since the 1970s, when he gave up the English language to
commit himself to writing in African languages, his foremost concern has been the critical importance of language toc
"Ambitious, caustic, and impassioned."-The New Yorker. A deceptively simple tale to the investigation of a puzzling triple murder in upcountry
Kenya, with four suspects taken in for questioning.

Kenyan-born novelist and playwright Ngugi wa Thiong’o and his collaborator, Micere Githae Mugo, have built a powerful
and challenging play out of the circumstances surrounding the 1956 trial of Dedan Kimathi, the celebrated Kenyan hero
who led the Mau Mau rebellion against the British colonial regime in Kenya and was eventually hanged. A highly
controversial character, Kimathi’s life has been subject to intense propaganda by both the British government, who saw
him as a vicious terrorist, and Kenyan nationalists, who viewed him as a man of great courage and commitment. Writing
in the 1970s, the playwrights’ response to colonialist writings about the Mau Mau movement in The Trial of Dedan
Kimathi is to sing the praises of the deeds of this hero of the resistance who refused to surrender to British imperialism. It
is not a reproduction of the farcical “trial” at Nyeri. Rather, according to the preface, it is “an imaginative recreation and
interpretation of the collective will of the Kenyan peasants and workers in their refusal to break under sixty years of
colonial torture and ruthless oppression by the British ruling classes and their continued determination to resist
exploitation,oppression and new forms of enslavement.”
Ngugi Wa Thiong'o is one of the most important contemporary world writers--his name has for many become
synonymous with cultural controversy and political struggle. Patrick William's lucid analysis offers the most up-to-date
study of Ngugi's writing, including his most recent collections of essays. Focusing on important aspects of Ngugi's more
obscure works, and drawing on a wide range of relevant theoretical perspectives, this study examines the growing
complexity of Ngugi's accounts of the history of colonized and postcolonial Kenya.
“A stunning, spellbinding, poetic triumph." —Toronto Star From Giller-shortlisted author Kathleen Winter (author of the
bestseller Annabel): A stunning novel reimagining the lost years of misunderstood Romantic Era genius Dorothy
Wordsworth. When young James Dixon, a local jack-of-all-trades recently returned from the Battle of Waterloo, meets
Dorothy Wordsworth, he quickly realizes he’s never met another woman anything like her. In her early thirties, Dorothy
has already lived a wildly unconventional life. And as her famous brother William Wordsworth’s confidante and creative
collaborator—considered by some in their circle to be the secret to his success as a poet—she has carved a seemingly
idyllic existence for herself, alongside William and his wife, in England’s Lake District. One day, Dixon is approached by
William to do some handiwork around the Wordsworth estate.
Soon he takes on more and more chores—and quickly
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understands that his real, unspoken responsibility is to keep an eye on Dorothy, who is growing frail and melancholic.
The unlikely pair of misfits form a sympathetic bond despite the troubling chasm in social class between them, and soon
Dixon is the quiet witness to everyday life in Dorothy’s family and glittering social circle, which includes literary legends
Samuel Coleridge, Thomas de Quincy, William Blake, and Charles and Mary Lamb. Through the fictional James Dixon—a
gentle but troubled soul, more attuned to the wonders of the garden he faithfully tends than to vexing worldly matters—we
step inside the Wordsworth family, witnessing their dramatic emotional and artistic struggles, hidden traumas, private
betrayals and triumphs. At the same time, Winter slowly weaves a darker, complex “undersong” through the novel, one
as earthy and elemental as flower and tree, gradually revealing the pattern of Dorothy's rich, hidden life—that of a woman
determined, against all odds, to exist on her own terms. But the unsettling effects of Dorothy’s tragically repressed
brilliance take their toll, and when at last her true voice sings out, it is so searing and bright that Dixon must make an
impossible choice.
"Two small boys stand on a rubbish heap and look into the future. One boy is excited, he is beginning school; the other,
his brother, is an apprentice carpetner. Together, they will serve their country--the teacher and the craftsman. But this is
Kenya and times are against them. In the forests, the Mau Mau are waging war against the white government, and two
brothers, Njoroge and Kamau, and the rest of their family, need to decide where their loyalties lie. For the practical man,
the choice is simple, but for Njoroge, the scholar, the dream of progress through learning is a hard one to give up"--Page
4 of cover.
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